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Abstract. The Communities of Practice of E-learning (CoPEs) are virtual spaces that facilitate learning and acquisition of new knowledge for its members. To
achieve these objectives CoPE members exchange and share learning resources
that can be (online courses, URLs, articles, theses, etc ...). The growing number
of adherents to the CoPE increases the number of learning resources inserted into the memory of this learning space. As consequence, access to relevant learning resource and collaboration between members who have similar needs become even more difficult. Therefore, recommender systems are required to facilitate such tasks. In this paper we propose a personalized recommendation approach dedicated to CoPE that we call Three Dimensions Hybrid Recommender
System (3DHRS). The approach is hybrid as it uses collaborative filtering supported by content based filtering to eliminate the problems of cold start and new
item. Furthermore, it considers three criteria namely role, interest and evaluation to efficiently solve the new user, and sparsity issues. A prototype of the
proposed system has been implemented and evaluated through the use of Moodle platform as it hosts many communities of practice. Very promising results
in terms of mean absolute error have been obtained.
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1 Introduction
The Communities of Practice of E-learning (CoPEs) allow their members with different roles namely teachers, tutors, learners…etc, among others to collaborate and share
their experiences [1]. So they constitute an environment of sharing of learning resources, problems already solved, learned lessons in practice and any other learning
option. When conducting learning activities, the members of the CoPE may need to
find members who have a similar profile to share knowledge or experts in the field to
get advising. They may also need to get easy access to educational resources related
to their field of interest and to be constantly informed about new relevant learning
resources. In order to fulfil these needs recommender systems are required (RS).
Recommender Systems (RS) can be defined [2] as system that allows guiding the
user in a personalized way to interesting or useful objects in a large space of possible

options. RS are a specific type of information filtering (IF) devoted to present information items (movies, music, books, news, images, web pages, etc ...) that are likely
to interest the user. Typically, a RS compares the profile of a user to some reference
characteristics, and seeks to predict the "opinion" that he would give. These characteristics may come from either the item itself or from the social environment. The first
case refers to content-based filtering while the second case refers to collaborative
filtering. When both cases are considered hybrid filtering is achieved [3], [4].
Content Based Filtering (CBF) or cognitive filtering [5], [6], [7] is an important
topic in information filtering. It is mainly based on comparing contents of documents
(topics) to profiles consisting of themes. Each system user has a profile that describes
its own interests. On arrival of a new document, the system compares the representation of the document with the profile to predict user satisfaction on this document.
Although CBF is an important technique for information filtering, it suffers from
Over-specialization: content-based method provides a limit degree of novelty, since it
has to match up the features of profile and items. A totally perfect content-based filtering may suggest nothing "surprising".
Collaborative Filtering (CF) is considered as one of the most successful approaches for building recommender systems. It uses behaviours, activities and known preferences of a group of users to predict and make recommendations of the unknown preferences for other users [8].Typically this technique mainly based on an evaluation
criterion is known as Classic Collaborative Filtering (CCF).
Unlike CBF, a CCF approach ignores the form and the content of items. Therefore, does not require any kind of document analysis and complex recommendations
could be made. However, CCF raises some issues that should be properly addressed
[9], [10] namely:
–First-Rater problem: also known as new item problem or clod start item. This
problem concerns new items with no ratings. It is impossible for the system to recommend such items to someone because they can’t be compared to the other products
due to the missing ratings.
–Sparsity problem: A similar problem occurs if there is a big amount of products
in the system and users don’t rate too many products. Thus, it is difficult to find sufficiently correlated users.
–No preferences: also known new user problem or cold start user. At the beginning, a new user does not have any preference values; this makes impossible to give
any recommendations to him, because he cannot be compared to other users.
–Cold start problem: This problem occurs at the beginning of use of the system in
critical cases where the system lacks data to make personalized filter of good quality.
In order to reap advantage from both information filtering approaches and to deal
with their issues as well, we propose architecture of a three dimensions hybrid recommender system (3DHRS) that includes three layers namely a CF layer, a CBF layer
and a user layer. The main contribution consists in fostering the CCF within the CF
layer by considering two other dimensions besides evaluation dimension namely role
and interest, supported by domain ontology.

Following this introduction, we present in section 2 some related work that propose recommender systems in context of e-learning. In section 3, we describe the
proposed approach 3DHRS.In section 4, the developed prototype along with the obtained experimental results are described. Finally, conclusion and future work are
given.

2 Related Work
In the e-learning domain, several number of recommender systems have been developed. Such systems play an important educational role. The following table 1 reviews
some recent approaches.
Table 1. E-learning recommender systems.
Systems

Technique

Object(s) recommended

Dedicated
to CoPE

Short description

Alterred
Vista system
[11].

CF

-Learning resources
-People (with similar tastes)

No

Clusters users based on the
evaluations of learning resources

RACOFI
([12], [13]).

Hybrid recommendation

-Learning resources

No

Combines two recommendation approaches CF and
association rules

QSIA ([14],
[15])

CF

-Learning resources

Yes

Used in the context of online
communities

CYCLADES
[16].

CF

-Learning resources

No

Proposed an environment
where users search, access,
and evaluate (rate) digital
resources

A similar
sequencing
system [17].

Markov chain
model

-Learning paths

No

Calculate transition probabilities of possible learning
objects in a sequenced course
of study

an evolving
e-learning
system [18].

Hybrid recommendation

-Learning resources

No

Recommendation takes place
both by engaging
a Clustering Module and a CF
module

ReMashed
[19].

Hybrid recommendation

-Services

No

Recommendations based on
CF combined with Web2.0
sources

The following observations can be made based on features reported on table 1 and
a thorough investigation of most developed RS that we conducted in our study:

–A lot of recommender systems are based on CF only or CF combined with another technique;
–Many of these systems recommend only learning resources while a few others
recommend other objects like learning paths, services, people with similar tastes, etc ;
–Most of the systems based on CF create the communities of actors on use only the
criterion of evaluation (mono-criterion);
–Almost all the systems proposed are not designed for CoPE.
These facts have motivated our work in proposing a new recommendation approach of users and learning resources, based on content based filtering and multicriteria collaborative filtering. In the following, a detailed description is given.

3 Proposed Approach
Our study on recommender systems focuses on CoPE which is considered as virtual
space for exchanging and sharing: problem solutions; of learning resources; services,
etc, by the actors of e-learning during their learning process.
In this paper we propose to use personalized recommendation based on information filtering, in order to guide users to valuable resources, and actors in a wide
space of options. Indeed, our recommender system will: Recommend valuable resources that can meet the needs of actors, and recommend also expert members who
will validate certain knowledge, do suggestion of members who have a similar profile
to improve the collaboration and knowledge exchange between different CoPE actors.
3.1 The Basic Concepts
Following are some basic concepts of our approach to recommendation:
 User: Users are the actors of the CoPE. Each user is characterized by: a role, a
field of expertise and interests.
 Items: are learning resources exchanged and shared among different users.
 Evaluation is a measure of satisfaction about a specific item it can be:
-Explicit: It's a given user rating on a scale of 1 to 5.
-Implicit: The system induces user satisfaction through his actions.
 Profile is a description for each user. It contains a static part where personal data
about the user (name, surname, age, address,…etc.) are saved and a dynamic part
that contains dynamic data that like interests, ratings, interactions etc. On arrival
of a new document, the system compares the representation of the document with
the profile to predict user satisfaction on this document.
 Community: It is a set of users gather based on a specific criterion.
 Recommendation: A list of Top-K elements where the target user will like his
majority. These elements can be either users or items.
 Similarity: The similarity is a numerical value that measures the similarity between items or users based on predefined criteria.

 Prediction: it is a numeric value that estimates whether the user likes or dislikes
the recommended item or the user.
 Metadata of learning resources: is data used to define or describe other data.
Metadata is used to describe and index the content of the learning resources.
3.2 General architecture
The general architecture of our 3DHRS encompasses three main layers, as shown on
Figure 1, namely: the layer of Collaborative Filtering (CF), Layer of Content Based
Filtering (CBF), and the user layer.
The features of these different layers can be described as follows starting from the
lowest layer to the highest one.


Collaborative Filtering layer (CF)

CF layer is the deepest layer. It is considered as the core of 3DHRS. It consists of two
sub-layers, one based mainly on technical Classic Collaborative Filtering and the
other sub-layer called Multidimensional/Semantic (M/S). Figure 2 shows the general
architecture of this layer.

Fig. 1. General Architeture of 3DHRS.



Sub layer Classic Collaborative Filtering (CCF)

CCF sub-layer relies on a memory based and user centered technique of classic collaborative filtering. It processes the ratings that users have made on certain documents
in order to recommend the same documents. Documents should be interesting and of
good quality with varied themes. However it requires proper handling of new user and
sparsity problems. In our work, we propose a solution to these problems by adding the
multidimensional/Semantic (M /S) sub-layer.


Sub layer Multidimensional / Semantic (M/S)

According to our study we find that CoPEs members, who have a common role and/or
common interest(s), are very often interested by the same resources. Therefore, we
suggest to add two dimensions role and interest to the evaluation dimension to foster
the CCF sub-layer and eliminate or even minimize the problems of new user, and
sparsity. User’ s interests are handled using a domain ontology, (in order to discover
semantically similar interests with different syntax).


Content Based Filtering layer (CBF)

At boot a recommender system based on CF suffers from the problem of cold start. In
fact, the system has no information on users and items. Collaborative filtering methods cannot operate on an empty matrix of ratings. Another instance of this problem is
when a new item is added and no pre-rating on this item is provided. This causes the
system to ignore the item and as a consequence, the item cannot be recommended.
The solution that we propose in this context is to use a layer of content-based filtering
(CBF) which allows the system to propose items that are close to the best profile by
comparing the content of the analyzed resource to interests of users. However, this
technique is much more used on text-based resources (where content analysis is not
expensive), while in the field of CoPE, resources are of various types (text, multimedia, PDF files, etc). As a consequence, we propose to use metadata [20] describing
learning resources; we support the view of [21] and [22] who proposed to support the
standard metadata describing the domain ontology. Figure 3 shows the basic principle
of this layer.

Fig. 2. Collaborative Filtering layer.



User layer

Fig. 3. Content Based Filtering layer.

This is the only explicit layer for users; his main role is to create user profiles based
on the collected data. Figure 4 presents the basic principle of this layer.

Fig. 4. User layer.

3.3 Recommendation Engine
The recommendation engine allows 3DHRS to recommend: Learning Resources and
users. There are four main engine processes of 3DHRS designed to perform the following tasks: pre-evaluation, evaluation of recommendations, creation of communities and finally production of recommendations.
1) Pre- evaluation
Given an empty matrix of ratings or a recently new added item, it is essential to go
through a pre-evaluation step. It is mainly based on the CBF.
The basic principle of this step is to compare the interests of the user extracted
from his profile to key words describing the items represented in metadata. The comparison between the user preferences and keywords that describe the item is done
using the similarity calculation. For this, we adopted the formula of Jaccard coefficient defined as:

Sim(i,u)

|Ki Iu |
|Ki Iu |

(1)

Where: Sim(i,u) is a measure of similarity between the user u and the item i, u is
the target user, Ki isa set of key-words that describe an item i, Iu is a set of interests of
the user u.
2) Evaluation of recommendations
The next step is the evaluation, which provides the ability for users to know the existing items and evaluate them in an explicit way (which is to give a rating on a scale of
1 to 5) or implicitly where the system induces user satisfaction through his actions.
3) Formation of communities
In 3DHRS, communities are formed based on three criteria: roles, interests and user’s
evaluations.

 Communities of Role/Interest
The communities of role/interest are communities formed by users who have the same
role and/or the same interest based on the matrix of roles and vector of interests.
The matrix of roles is a binary matrix. In order to fill the matrix of roles, it is necessary to calculate the similarity of role based on the following formula:
if
if

SimR (u,x) {

have
the same role
have the same role

(2)

Where: u is Target user, x is Any user, SimR(u,x) is the measure of similarity of
roles between u and x.
To know if two users have one or more common interests, it is necessary to calculate a similarity of interests between them based on their vectors of interests. To
measure the degree of similarity of interests between different users, we suggest using
the following formula:
SimI (u,x)

|Iu Ix |
|Iu Ix |

(3)

Where: u is Target user, x is Any user, Sim(u,x) is the measure of interest similarity between u and x, Iu is the vector of interests of the user u, Ix is the vector of interests of the user x.
To assign two users to the same community of role/ interest, we measure the degree of similarity of role / interest (
), which is calculated by the following
formula:
SimR I (u,x)

SimR (u,x) SimI (u,x)

(4)

 Community of evaluation
The creation of evaluation community is based mainly on similarity of evaluation.
There are three main methods to calculate this similarity: cosine similarity, the modified cosine similarity and Pearson correlation coefficient similarity (PCC). Many
experiments show that the last one can represent the similarity of users or items better
than the other methods ([23], [24], [25]). So, we adopted it in order to create the
community of evaluation, the formula of PCC is defined below:
∑i

SimE (u,x)
√∑i

Iux (Ru,i

Iux (Ru,i

̅ u )(Rx,i R
̅ x)
R

̅ u ) √ ∑i
R

Iux(Rx,i

(5)
̅ x)
R

Where: u is Target user, x is Any user, SimE(u,x) is the measure of evaluation similarity between u and x,
(
( )
( )) is the set of evaluated item by u and x,
Ru,i,Rx,i represent evaluations of the user u and x for the item I, ̅ ̅ are respectively
the average evaluations from user u and x for all items.
4) Production of recommendations

To produce recommendations of items and users, it is necessary to calculate a prediction of users and items. For this, we propose the following formulas:
(

)

(

)

(

Where: u is target user, x is any user,
(
)
except if
,
(
« expert » in this case =0, =

)

)

,

(

)

(6)

are coefficients where
(
)
and the role of x is

The main objective behind using coefficients
is to promote the recommendation of users who have role as "expert" and share at least one common interest
with the target user.

PredI (u,i)

̅ R I,i )
(R

̅ E,i )
(R

(7)

Where: u is the target user, i is an item,
are coefficients where :
R/I is the community of Role/Interest, E is the community of evaluation
̅ are respectively the average evaluations of role community and evaluation
,̅
community: with respect to the item i where: (
)
.
If u is a new user, SimE(u, x) = 0 .So, he will not be assigned to a community of evaluation but he may benefit from the recommendations coming from his community of
role/ interest This is what we call initial recommendation.
After calculating the predictions, we can make a recommendation of a list of TopK users, and Top-K most predicted items.

4 Implementation and Experimentation
To test the proposed approach it was necessary to find a CoPE. For that we propose to
1
use the plat form moodle that hosts many communities of practice involved in the
development of the platform. Among these communities we have: "Moodle Exchange" (ME) offers a virtual place where we can share learning resources in a free
community perspective. The figure 5 represents a screenshot of the home interface of
Moodle Exchange. Just after the creation of the CoPE: ME we will enhance their
environment by the integration of 3DHRS that will provide actors of CoPE: ME a
recommendation of resources and users. Figure 6 presents screenshot of this integration. In order to test our prototype, we used as performance measure the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) which is computed by the following formula:
1

https://moodle.org/

M E

∑u,i |pu,i nu,i |
n

Where:
is the score given by the user u on item i,
total number of predicted scores.

(8)
Predicted note, n is the

Fig. 5. Home Interface of Moodle Exchange.

Fig. 6. The Integration of 3DHRS in CoPE: ME.

Fig. 7. MAE of Recommendation of top-k Users.

Fig. 8. MAE of Recommendation of top-k Items.

The obtained results are described in Figures 7 and 8 where K refers to the number of
recommended users and items respectively.
As can be observed on these plots, the values of MAE lie within the range [0.04,
0.37] in the case of users recommendation and [0.06, 0.36] in the case of items recommendations. It is clear that the achieved values are very low which indicate that
good quality recommendations have been provided.
In order to show the advantage of the proposed 3DHRS over a CCF approach, a
comparative study has been performed. Figures 9 and 10 show the achieved MAE
values using both approaches for a list of top-k users (respectively top-k items), where
k = 10. We can see that 3DHRS outperforms CCF in case of recommendation of users
where 3DHRS MAE values are smaller than those of CCF. In case of recommendation of items, competitive results have been obtained.

Fig. 9. MAE of 3DHRS VS MAE of CCF
in case of users recommendation.

Fig. 10. MAE of 3DHRS VS MAE of CCF
in case of items recommendation.

3 Conclusion
In this paper, we described a new approach to personalized recommendation dedicated for the CoPE, which is mainly based on collaborative filtering supported by the
notion of multi-criteria, and combined with content based filtering. Actually we were
faced with a challenge to use the technique of information filtering while reducing the
impact of the related cold start issues. The proposed approach was implemented using
a prototype on which we applied some experiments, the results were very promising.
As future work, it would be interesting to further improve the recommendation of
users by adding other mechanisms such as RDF vocabulary (Resource description
Framework) and activity concept.
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